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C O M P A N Y  P R O F I L E



FAME BROS LTD.01

Main Business
Cinereplicas is a internationally known and recognized brand for licensed merchandise, especially 

Harry Potter or DC Comics, and some original products as the popular Gomee collection. 

Elly la Fripouille is a brand of premium sunglasses and sunprotective UPF50+ swimsuit for kids and 

babies all over the world. 

Audray and Fabrice Bensoussan

Brands

Founders

Cinereplicas becomes a brand of Brandecision SARL
Established in 2010, France

Cinereplicas SARL
Established in 2005, France

Established in 2013, Hong Kong

Branch, 2015, Delaware 

Fame Bros Limited

Fame Bros USA



02THE COMPANY

FAME BROS Limited is an international trading house active in 
textile.
 
FAME BROS Limited is a family-owned private entrepreneurial 
company based in Hong Kong with offices and facilities in 
Europe and USA.

Over the years, it has built a strong network and developed an 
excellent relationship with its business partners.
 
The business team has earned an enviable reputation for its 
commitment and prompt service.
As the company continues to evolve and expand, the third 
generation of the family has taken up the challenge of 
upholding these values in today’s complex global markets. 

We are strategically based in Hong Kong with representative 
offices in France and USA.
 
Being a European (French) managed company, we understand 
clearly the needs of our customers. 

Our strength relies on our buying capabilities through an 
extensive network of selected suppliers and on our team of 
quality controllers trained and managed by European textile 
engineers.

Fame Bros Limited focuses on innovation and the endless 
pursuit of excellence, productivity, and quality. These are 
the essential components to our success. 

Providing high quality and innovative products to our 
customers is our top priority. 

In addition, we are socially responsible to our employees, 
customers, stakeholders along the supply chain. We strike to 
develop and maintain sustainable relationships with our 
interlocutors at all levels as well as other social and 
environmental stakeholders in the society.

 Watch our 2021 product presentation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMLTEoCtdpI


LICENSES :

Cinereplicas™ is a brand of official licensed premium movie merchandises.

Each year Cinereplicas™ strives to expand its catalog by both expanding its product range, 
but also through new license agreements (Harry Potter™, Fantastic Beasts™ and DC Comics, 
Disney).

Well known for its Harry Potter™ series since 2005, Cinereplicas™ offers Hogwarts™
houses-themed costume collections. Replicas of scarves and robes, made from the archives 
of the Harry Potter movies, are one of the brand’s best sellers of all time.

Mind set to satisfy the wizarding dream of everyone, most of our clothing replicas are 
available in both kids and adults’ size. The Cinereplicas™ team is also constantly inspired by 
the Harry Potter™ universe. Every year, we create new gifting items, expanding the selec-
tion of merchandises we offer in clothing, kitchenware as well as other gifting items. While 
our Potter-inspired lightweight scarves have become a fashionable day-to-day item to 
numerous Potterheads, the Chocolate Frog mold has been a big hit since its launch.

The recent launch of the Nimbus 2000 replica was tremendously successful. The Nimbus 
2000 really deserves to be in the spotlight as it has created an impressive buzz among the 
Harry Potter™ community. With strong experience in creating high quality broom replicas, 
Cinereplicas™ is working on a version of the Firebolt that should be as equally popular.

Cinereplicas™ also offers official DC Comics products under official Warner Bros license 
(kitchenware, tote-bag, accessories…). This license will gather products from all DC Comics 
superheroes & emblematic characters such as Batman™, Superman™, Wonder Woman™ , the 
Joker™ or Harley Quinn™.

CINEREPLICAS
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04Cinereplicas™ launched the Gomee collection in 2020. Highly anticipated by all customers 
and fans, the Gomee™ provides for Cinereplicas™ some value priced products that are 
attractive to fans of all ages.

Gomee™ is a collection of cute eraser figurines to assemble and collect. Starting in 2020 
with 8 characters under official Warner Bros license, the first batch of Gomee™ includes 
various characters from the Harry Potter™  universe, with Harry, Ron and Hermione among 
others. You can choose between the mystery edition with all characters placed randomly, 
or the character edition where your customer will know exactly which figurine they will 
have. Cinereplicas™ has developed an eye-catching display that can be shown either 
vertically or horizontally according to your customers preferences.

To achieve the highest quality, each figurine was made with its own mold that was 
designed specifically for the Gomee™ . All accessories were also carefully chosen to reflect 
each character, such as Hedwig for Harry, the lion head for Luna or the birthday cake for 
Hagrid. Each figurine can easily be assembled and dismantled, and has its own set of 
accessories that can mix and match with those from other characters. Made entirely in 
rubber, Gomee™ are also actual erasers and will be a fine addition to your stationery set. 

The first batch was so successful, many more characters and designs are expected to be 
launched in the near future: more Harry Potter™, some DC Comics, and most exclusively 
some characters from Disney! Cinereplicas™ has signed at the end of 2020 a license 
contract with Disney Consumer Product to access Disney's incredible portfolio of iconic 
characters for the Gomee™ . Disney Princess, Mickey&friends, Toy Story and even the 
Simpsons Gomee™  are expected to join and grow the Gomee™ family.

GOMEE



05 Elly la Fripouille® is a premium sunglasses & sun protective swimwear brand for babies and 
kids.

Driven by the growing affinity for healthy lifestyle activities like swimming, we were set to 
create kids-safe but fashionable sunglasses & swimwear for babies and kids. The owners 
being parents themselves, they can rely perfectly to other parents’ concerns and needs 
regarding their babies and kids’ health and safety. This is the reason why ensuring the quality 
of all our creations is at the top of our priorities. As a brand, our vision is to create a better 
and safer everyday life for our babies & kids, thinking about their future.

Elly La Fripouille® guarantees genuine A to Z Made in Italy sunglasses. For more than a 
century Italian sunglass have been synonymous with guarantee of quality. In addition to the 
high quality, sunglasses made in Italy today are also internationally appreciated and recog-
nized for their innovative design. Elly la Fripouille is proud to be the first brand that offers 
affordable baby and kid’s sunglasses without compromising any degrees of protection nor 
quality.

Elly La Fripouille® collection is built upon the unexpected mixture of neon colors prints, 
texture, cutting-edge silhouettes and sweet details. But it is not only the outlook that 
counts. We strive also to ensure that all the fabrics we use are certified free of chemicals 
harmful to the health of infants and children. Also, these fabrics as well as the production 
processes have passed the European Standard 100 Oeko-Tex®, aiming always to provide the 
highest possible safety. 

Every year, we are expanding our collections and have developed over the years a large 
selection of sunglasses and swimwear to meet the market’s increasing demand. Today, we 
are proud to have our sunglasses & anti-UV clothing recommended by ophthalmologists,  
dermatologists and pediatricians.

ELLY LA FRIPOUILLE
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Our collections are created by our designers in France and Hong Kong.

Some premium products are 100% made in France or in Italy while some of them are made in China. Our team of experts verifies 
and ensures adherence to standards and current international regulations. 

We also conduct social audits intended to monitor the compliance of our service providers with our code of conduct. 

We pride ourselves in our products manufacturing process by using the highest quality of fabrics, wood, metal, resin, plastic, PVC 
and ABS.

Our Cinereplicas ™, Elly la Fripouille® merchandises are made to meet the highest standards and offer a great range to satisfy every 
customer.

Cinereplicas ™ products are perfect for the ultimate collector. We are especially proud of our ‘Firebolt broom’. This masterpiece 
took two years to create and was entirely handcrafted by French artisans, made from beech wood, brass and wicker. It is a rare 
product in limited edition due to the difficulty and time involved in its production. Only 10,000 pieces were made.

Understanding that environmental pollution is one of the biggest challenges of our time, we are aspired to have a positive impact 
on the planet. We are committed to reducing our plastic waste in our packaging. We also have our mind set on reducing our carbon 
emission by prioritizing ocean freight. All containers shipped are at least 90% filled. Our employees are also implicated in this initia-
tive starting from our daily life at the office.

As a manufacturer, our goal is to ensure a more sustainable supply chain socially and environmentally. We are engaged to ensure 
that all our productions are carried out ethically and ecologically. Workers’ working conditions are also our top concern. We have 
established guidelines to ensure hours of work and a safe workplace.

The full version of our engagement is available on fame-bros.com. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

FRENCH SAVOIR-FAIRE
Premium quality

OUR VALUES



07 OUR VALUES

We take every possible measure to guarantee the safety of each 
and every product that we produce.
Treating health and safety as a serious matter, all our products 
are approved by accredited associations to guarantee a risk-free 
usage.

Our entire kitchenware collection is BPA free and FDA approved.

For an optimal quality and the best expertise in the industry, our 
sunglasses are made in Italy. They are BPA, Phthalates, and PVC 
Free.

Our Swimsuits are made with Oeko Tex 100 certified fabrics and 
eco-friendly dyes to ensure that fabrics pose no risk to human 
health.

We constantly develop, adopt and improve new products and 
concepts to meet the evolving customer needs and new trends.

We strive to be a trusted partner wherever we operate, to be 
recognized for our expertise, experience and ability to 
collaborate for success.

Guided by our values of quality, innovation and expertise,
we work hard to earn the high regard of our clients around the 
world.

Safety first Our customers

We seek constantly to guarantee the high quality of our products. 
This persistency to offer the best leaves a reputable image to both 
customers and businesses. Known to be a premium brand, we are 
trusted by brands across the world. We work with more than 1,500 
independents stores around the globe.

Trusted by major brands
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OUR TEAM

Hailing from over 10 countries and working across our 3 locations (France / USA / Hong Kong), our people, their commit-
ment and work culture are the key to our success. These highly motivated professionals work to meet clients’ deadlines 
across international time zones, seamlessly delivering projects to corporate intranets and executive desktops worldwide.

We take pride in believing our workforce to be the very best in the industry, and see continuous development and learning 
as vital to our success. 

We are a team of young, dynamic and creative individuals who believe in the added value that having languages and inter-
national experience can bring you both professionally and personally.

Most of our staffs speak at least 3 different languages and they all come from different countries: Spain, France, Hong 
Kong, India,UK, …

OUR TEAM



09 MEDIA

Web Media

Event & Popup Store

We have also built strong social communities for our brands 
on every social media channels where we generate buzz by 
talking about our products. We have also developed 
long-term collaborations with reputable fans site and 
well-known influencers who spread their word-of-month to 
their fans via their pages.

Social Media

SOCIAL MEDIA COMMUNITY

https://www.facebook.com/cinereplicas.official
https://www.instagram.com/cinereplicas.official/
https://www.pinterest.com/cinereplicas/_created/
https://twitter.com/Cinereplicas_
https://www.youtube.com/c/CinereplicasFrharry-potter/featured


OUR LOCATIONS 10

Camden DE, USA 
(Office)

Fame Bros. USA Limited
2140 South Dupont 
Highway
Camden, DE 19934
USA

OUR LOCATIONS

OUR OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES

To ensure the optimal supply for our customers, our network is 
sustained by our branches in France, Hong Kong and in the USA. 

France
(Office and warehouses)

23 Avenue du Chemin des 
Reniers, 92390 
Villeneuve-la-Garenne
France

Hong Kong
(Office and warehouses)

Fame Bros. Limited
Unit 15-10
14 Wong Chuk Hang Rd
Aberdeen
Hong Kong

CONTACT: contact@fame-bros.com



Hong Kong
(Office and warehouses)

Fame Bros. Limited
Unit 15-10
14 Wong Chuk Hang Rd
Aberdeen
Hong Kong

France
(Office and warehouses)

23 Avenue du Chemin des 
Reniers, 92390 
Villeneuve-la-Garenne
France

Camden DE, USA 
(Office)

Fame Bros. USA Limited
2140 South Dupont 
Highway
Camden, DE 19934
USA


